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Lucky Block Blue Mod for Minecraft What is Lucky Block Blue? The Lucky Block Blue Mod adds to the original Lucky Block Mod with new spawnmobs items and a brand new color, the blocks are BLEUS! LBB (Lucky Block Blue) will be regularly updated to match the original Lucky Blocks Mod and add new items and Mob Spawns! Author: jamiedizzle2 ❘
March 17, 2017 ❘ 326,144 views Love the Lucky Block mod? Pray for PlayerInNistress every night to bless you? This has all the different things you liked about the Lucky Block mod and the other addons. Lucky Block Rainbow Mod 1.7.10 also features some new items such as Betty, Fredrick, The One Ring, Jay's Katana, etc. Screenshots: Lucky Block
Rainbow found in the nature Lucky Block Rainbow looking sexy Crafted Lucky Block Rainbow held in the hands Mod Showcases: Crafting Recipes: Requires: Minecraft Forge Lucky Block Mod How to install: Make sure you've already installed Minecraft Forge, Lucky Block Mod and Loot ' Mod. In Windows open Run from the Start menu, type %appdata%
and click Run. In mac open finder, hold alt in dark, then click Go and then Library in the top menu bar. Open the Application Support folder and search for Minecraft. Go to the .minecraft/addons/lucky_block folder. Drop that addon there and already done it. Lucky Block Rainbow Mod 1.7.10 Download Links: For Minecraft 1.7.10 Download from Server 1 -
Download from Server 2 We use cookies to customize content and ads, provide social media features and analyze our traffic. We also share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and analytics partners who can combine them with other information you have provided or collected from your use of their services. You consent
to our cookies if you continue to use our website. Accept Read More 1.7.10 Multiplayer Blocks 1.8 new lucky block version adds tons of cool new features. Since some of the drops comes from other mods, you'll need to install these mods and of course the regular lucky block mod too! WE ARE FRAPPÉ 200,000 DOWNLOADS - 300,000 views! a big thank
you to PopularMMOs and all the members of the pack for reviewing and using this mod!!!!! [Last updated: 15-04-2016] Updated to 1.8 new features: 1.8 update is here with tons of new drops, it's not modded, but it's only because orespawn hasn't updated to 1.8 yet! I'm not going to mess up, but I'll show you one of the amazing new drops, download link is
down! Storm Of the 1.8 info in this rainbow update lucky blocks, you'll get tons of new items, bob variations structures and dungeons lets take a look at the new items you see in this image and more will be added in the new update, thanks to the loot base side mod I've been able to make rainbow pink gear puffer chops awesome and more! New gear: The
FuriousDestroyer set: a brand new set based on the skin of PopularMMOs, every piece of this armor is as good as the diamond and and all give the fire protection effect as long as you wear 1 pieces of armor. The sword does 12 attack damage and gives you protection II when you hold it, you will also regenerate half a heart every time you hit someone! the
pickaxe, shovel and axe are all extremely fast, but you will get hurt when you use them so be careful!!! The SuperGirlyGamer has put a brand new set based on the skin of GamingWithJen every piece of this armor is just a little worse than the diamond and they all give the jump effect boost as long as you wear 1 pieces of armor. The weapon (The red pink
hoe paulyaulk) does 12 attack damage and gives you strength II when you hold it, you will also regenerate half a heart every time you hit someone! The pickaxe, shovel and axe are all extremely slow, but you will get IV regeneration when you use them!!! The Rainbow set! A brand new set made for rainbow luck blocks this set is slightly better than the
diamond, but does not add status effects, the sword does 14 attack damage and has a 50% chance of putting the effect of portrayed II on opponents for 5 seconds, the axe, pickaxe and shovel are all better than the diamond without special effects The miners have put a new set made for mining this set is just as good That gold armor, but all the pieces of
armor give a different effect to help you when you go mining! The emerald set a brand new set with the same texture as the orespawn version the emerald set of orespawn has been recreated in the new update! The set is as good as the diamond without any effect the sword does 10 attack damage and puts weakness II and mining fatigue II on enemies for 5
seconds The new orbs There are 10 different new orbs each add one Special effect orb effect - fire resistance orb - breathing water haste orb - jump orb - jump boost wind oub - speed Xray orb - night vision healing orb - furious regeneration orb - resistance and resistance poison force orb 'poison'-------- it's a troll article, give this to a friend for the funny empty
orb results used to make all the other orbs The new chopsticks in this version, I added giant chopsticks that work like bows, click with the right button to use them there are 4 chopsticks in total: the quick wand: with this wand , you can shoot arrows every 0.01s the power wand: with this wand you can shoot arrows that do 3X the normal damage of the multi
wand: this wand shoots 10 arrows at the same time, but takes twice as long to recharge the double wand: this wand allows you to shoot 2 arrows with a reload time of 1s other new Coat invisibility a new element that goes into the crack of the chest plate and makes you invisible as long as you don't wear any other armor The pink puffer! this is specially made
for all gamingwithjen fans out there! gives regeneration 4 for 25 seconds when you eat them and finally the troll stick drags this troll item may look like an enchanted stick, but every time you hit someone, it has a 20% chance of putting a bad effect on them for 5 seconds with a force of 2 in the most recent I've added a NUKE in the lucky blocks o'/o also a taco
(gives resistance II) Of course there's more, but you'll have to download the mod to check it download the mod not enough items to check the recepies!!!! VIDEOS AWESOME 1v1 Mario kart 8 n64 rainbow road race track with rainbow lucky blocks this map is a lucky 1v1 block race card with 1.7.10 rainbow chance blocks and it includes ANTI GRAVITY MODE
which is just with the anti gravity mod (included in the download file) you can now walk on walls and loops. it's so much fun to play this card here are some more photos: and what would be a map without a SUMO arena, but this time the arena is vertical klick here to download this file it's the new texture of the lucky block: video of the first version of the
rainbow lucky block craft recepie 1.7.10 recepie 1.10 8 recepie is the same, but instead of a dropper you use a normal lucky block download links 1.8: new version download links 1.7.10: you need all these mods to use this version rainbow lucky block version 1.2 for 1.7.10 much more mod spiders, rainbow mod, Pandora's box, iron chest, best oven,
enchanter, mutant creatures, orespawn, regular lucky block, this version requires only orespawn and the lucky block mod rainbow lucky block version 1.2 for 1.7.10-ORESPAWN orespawn , regular lucky block, download updates to the rainbow roadmap: I'll update this mod like every month. latest update: apr-15-2016 Credits WitherStorm model:
THCommandBlocks music: music: music: if you think you have a suggestion that definitely should be in this mod please leave a comment below and be sure to report bugs if you notice one so I can fix them, I don't give permission to any other lucky block creator to use the rainbow lucky block drops! it's not being selfish, but so I have the rainbow luck block to
remain unique!!!! PopularMMOS has looked at this issue!!! To post a comment, please log in or register a new account. Do you like the Lucky Block Mod? Do you pray for PlayerInNistress every night to bless you? This has all the different things you like about Lucky Block Mod and other addons. Lucky Block Rainbow Mod also offers some new items such as
Betty, Fredrick, The One Ring and Jay's Katana, etc. Screenshots: Lucky Block Rainbow is found in nature Lucky Block Rainbow looks sexy Crafted Lucky Block Rainbow is held in the hands Mod Showcase: How to install: Download and install Minecraft Forge. Download and install Lucky Block Mod. Download the mod. Extract the .zip file using winrar or
7zip. The trust file of the lucky block mod or old lucky rainbow block out of your folder/config. /%appdata%/.minecraft/config/lucky Copy and Replace lucky_block and lucky_block_flipped in the lucky .jar block. (using 7zip: archive open on .jar) 7-zip use: open archive then /assets/lucky/textures. Copy and replace LuckyBlockProperties.txt in /mod/lucky/files
and in your .minecraft in /config/lucky/ Enjoy with the mod. Download links: For 1.7.10 1.7.10 Credits: jamiedizzle2 jamiedizzle2
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